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Abstract

Jn undergraduale quantum mechanics, parity
Iis introduced with the creation and annihila-
tion operators for the quantum harmonic oscil-
lator. In this paper, a pedagogical approach is
taken to deriving the parity operator in terms of
this operator formalism.

The Hamiltonian for the
quantum oscillator
Let us define the creation op erator dr:

^r6"ba'=.!"-i-i-+ rll
Y 2h J2mha

and the annihilation operator &:

"6^ha=l-i+im, Q)

where fi = -i71610i. The commutator for the
operators is

[a,at] = t.

In terms ol these operators, the Hamiltonian ll
for a one-dimensional quantum oscillator can be
expressed as

H =h@ata+ln =nr(a,a*!\. @)2 \ 2)
Defining the number operator.& for the qystem as

N = &td, the Hamiltonian applied to a state y,(x)
yields the energy eigenvalue

* ( 1\E,=l n+7lhll., (5)
\ t)

where n is an integer. This is the familiar form for
the energy eigenvalue for the quantum harmonic
osciliator.

The dynamical properties of rhis sysrem
can be expressed in a succinct form by using
the creation and annihilation operators,
namely

I n.a1=-ihlg=-ho,dLldt
and

lft,atf=dr"t. (7)

We can solve these dynamicai equations to yield

,i(r) = (cos or - isin or) n(0)

= exp(-rrr,rr)a(o) (B)

and similarly for it:

at (r) = ar (o)exp(+rror). (e)

Since the operators are Hermitian, the ordering of
the terms in the operators is imponant (we have

used [An]' = B'Ar).
This creation and annihilation formalism of

characterizing the quantum harmonic oscillator
is of broad applicability and has several advan-
tages over the the position and momentum for-
malism. For instance, this formalism leads to a

succinct expression for the parity operator fI of a

quantum harmonic oscillator.

(13)

We should, therefore, be abie to express
the parity operator as an operator on either the
dynamical variables * arrd p or on rhe crearion
and annihilation operators dt and d. That is,

n(at+a)n-'=-(ai+6) 04)

and

r(at -a)n-' =-(at -a).
The advantages of describing the quantum

oscillator in terms of the creation and annihilation
operators become even more self-evident when
looking at the parity of the system. It is straight-
lorward to show that these two expressions in two
unknowas lead to the following transformations
of the creatlon and annihi]ation operators:

Irat[-l * -ar
and

(3) The parity operator

(15)

(16)

(17)

The parity operator (II) applied
state y(x) yields the following:

i -+ -.i,

it -+ -b,

v(r)+y(-x),
or equivalently,

fffII-r - -i,
flifl-' =*i'.

Since we are interested in normal ordered
operators, and since we can build any state y"(x)
by subsequent n-fold application of the creation
operator i' on the ground state \rok), we shali
focus our attention on the parity operator applied
on dl.

to i, p, and the

lroa)

(r0b)

t-@-$*a,)
and

Using normal ordering, in essence, we seek an
operator that transforms dt -+ -A'.It is natural
to ask whether such a parity operator [I can be
expressed in terms of a unitary transformation of
the form

r = exp(,13). (rB)

By inspection, it is evident that fI cannot be
arrived at by means of infinitesimal transforma-
tions. Using the Baker-Hausdorff lemma, we can
express flirII-r as

,r.\ \ An exolicit
repreientation of n

(1 1a)

(rrb)

Recall that both the position operator i and
the momentum operator p can be expressed in
terms of the creation and annihiiation operators,
namely
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rlatrlr : on (ai) a' "*(-a"i)
= at + il [S,6,]-9[U,[S, a']]

The paritv operator in the
number rbpfesentation

* *$ls,[s....[s,u']]]*

exr(;n ata)ln)=I Q{ 
$'a)'r")

('*)-',, 
(33)

When we recall de Moiwe's theorem, we see

that the parity operator acting on the state ln)
yields

nln) = exp(;rut')l r) = ["*r(;,')]' In)

=(-l)'lr). o4)

So then, we can express the parity operator in

(27) terms of the number ope.ator * as

n =exp(rat).

(19) '-
Consider an operator S or.n Ut

[^$,ai]= at. (20)

Then the expansionmrHukethe form

- *p(ri"i)a'.re(-ilS)=6t(e,p(,n))=-a'.
Q3)

From our descripln of the properties qf the
creation and annihilztirn operators outlined
above, we have a mposite operator that meets
this requirement, namelyS=ir4 that is

lata,at)=ar,
and so then the parity operator for a lD quantum
oscillator can be reprcsented as

n ="*p(i*it,i). (25)

Normal ordering needs to be maintained
when applying this representation of the parity
operator.

The wavefunction y"(x) for a state of a lD quan-
tum oscillator with quantum number n can be
built up from the ground state yo(x) by using
the creation operator an n-fold number o[ times,
namely:

,y, (r) = #(at)' vo (r) = | 
n).

In number representation, the creation
annihilation operators take on the forms

at =J-n+4n+t)(nl

A simple analysis, term by term, of the parity
operator applied to the state ln) leads ro a sim.plifi-
cation o[ the expression. Note that ttre term (atd)
applied to (a')'lields

(ata)(ar)'=r(6')'. es)

We could equally have represented the anni-
hilation operator i in its equivalent dif{erential
form:

"d
ddl'

which, when applied to (dr )', fields

The m'h term in the exponential representa-
tion of the parity operator, applied to state ln),
yields

(dt a)^ (al )" = (at a)...(dt a)(al )'
*..l^lt,,ll!,i,^ll.r

mrilG

= ar, (ar),.

Explicitly, then

(ata)(r')' = (a,)*ta,)' =,(a' )'. rlr

(26)

and

op(,r-i) a' 
"'p(-a-e) = a' 

[r 
* a

*(o)'*...*(o)'*....]. (2i) and

2t nt ) a= Jiln_t)(nl.
With this ctr.rce of operator, and gathering

the terms topther, rc *e then that

.*n(ir"i)a'op(-oi)=
at[cos(r)+isin(l,)]. e2)

We are free to choose lo and so if we set l, =
n, then the ryln to the riglrt of this expres-
sion is equal o dir) = -1, and the expansion
becomes

(28)

(35)

fhg parity operator as an
rntrnEe sum
It is also possible to represent the parity operator
as a denumerably infinite sum. Completeness for
a ID quantum oscillator requires that

Il"X"l= r.

It is straightforward to show that for any
parameter ( and operator exp(\ati), the expo-
nential operator applied to the completeness cri-
terion yields

"'p(qa'a)=i*p(En)l,X,l. 
(37)

n-O

If we set €, = in, then we have another expres-
sion for the parity operator, namely

(36)

(30)

04)
exp (iraata) : I exp (irz) 

| 
n) (z 

I
,=0

=icos(rr)lz)(rl. (38)

/2r\ Notice that this denumerably infinite sum\)z)
divides the sum into those lerms with sign posi-
tive and those with sign negative:
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,l
I
i

I

I

f,r

il

i cos (,,n)l,l t, t = tt-,1 " l,) \"1
n*0 n=0

= loxol -lrxrl+lz)(zl-...
(3e)

The parity operator expressed as a denumer-
ably infinite sum becomes

n = lo){ol -lr)fi + lz)(zl -l:)(:l +... r+or

When you apply the parity operator in this
representation to.a.slare ls), yo" select out thar
parricular term ls)(sl in ihe infinire sum, along
with the sign of that term.

II applied to state ln)
Let us use the fact rhat flflr = IIr[ = I and that
rla'|l' = - at applied toln):

n In)n-' = fr n 
[ta' )' ]*, (*)n-'

6',,'' )']'-'''v. (*)n'

=fr{tt"n')"vo(x)

= 
frt-'Y 

(a')'v' 1x;

= (-r)" ln). (4r)

As is evident, then, the quantum number n
not only characterizes the state of the lD quan-
tum osciilator, but the parity of the st4le as well,
that is, whether the state is even (n = 0,2, 4, . . .)

or odd (n = 1, 3, 5, ...).

The
the

arity opgrator and
amrftonran

ri,fl-' = (mn-, )" = (-i)'
= (*r), i" (43)

and

rri'r' = (rPr-')" = (-i)'
= (_1), i,, $4)

which, for s = 2, evidenrly yields the expected
result that the Hamiltonian is unchanged.

The quantum harmonic
oscillbtor as a black box
We cannot see into a quantum harmonic oscil-
lator. A11 we can really measure is what goes into
and out of the quantum harmonic oscillator. It is
the ultimate blackbox. The moment we lookinto
this black box, we disturb the system.

Let us return to the i and p representation by
invertlng the expressions for d(t) and dr (t). tt is
easily shown that

p(t): p(o)cos(ax)

-zrr,x(0)sin(rol),

r{r) : r(o)cos (,or) + 4CI) sin (arr).

These equations for p(t) and x(t) tell us that if
we were to consider a passage of time of duration
6t as being equivalent to a parity tranformarion,

x(o) -+ x(5r) = -,(o),
p(o) -+ p(ar)= *p(o),

provided that

cos(o16r) = -1,
o5, * lr.

or emission of a photon. It is possible to visual-
ize this time equivalent operaror exp(irot)as the
photon propagating through space.

Parity is a multiplicative quantum number,
so the parity of a composite system made up of
wavefunctions M, Vr, ... is equal to the products
of the parities of the wavefunctions Y = V, Vr 

. ...

During an electromagnetic interaction, the
simpie harmonic oscillator changes its parity, as

is evident by the annihilation and creation opera-
tors. This means then that

Pdty"* - ParitI*r,* x Parity of Photon

= Paritl*m x exp(-ir)

= Pmityur.* *(-1), (50)

which implies that the photon has an intrinsic
pariry of-1.
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(46)

(45)

(47a)

(47b)

(4Ba)

(4Bb)

We see that we immediately recover the parity
operator. This is consistent with the limits set out
by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, namely

The parity operator quite evidently leaves the
Hamiitonian unchanged, namely

nfrft-t =fr (a)

in that fr evidently commutes with itself. Another
way of showing this is to note that

(t)6, = 7r,

h(alt\=hr,

E& -L.
2

What causes this change to the state of the
quantum harmonic oscillator? It is the absorption

(49a)

(4eb)

(49c)
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